Journal Publications


2. The relationship between culture and parent-teen sexuality conversations in Black families: Implications for health promotion. Kamisha Gabiddon etc. California Journal of Health Promotion Accepted


Book Chapter


Proceeding Publications


Presentations


2. International Conference on Statistical Models and Methods for Reliability and Survival Analysis and their validation (S2MRSA), Bordeaux, France July 2012. Title: A Universal Test Goodness of Fit Test based on Regression Techniques Florence George and Sneh Gulati, presented by Sneh Gulati.
   Title: Performance of some test statistics for testing the mean of a Poisson distribution, Florence George and Golam Kibria, presented by Florence George.

4. Fourth International Conference on Neural, Parallel & Scientific August 11 - 14, 2010, Atlanta, Georgia.
   Title: On Some Confidence Intervals for Estimating Poisson Parameter, Florence George and Golam Kibria, presented by Florence George.

5. Fourth International Conference on Neural, Parallel & Scientific August 11 - 14, 2010, Atlanta, Georgia.
   Title: On Some Confidence Intervals for Estimating Poisson Parameter, Florence George and Golam Kibria, presented by Florence George.

6. 25th Southern Biomedical Engineering Conference, Miami, Florida, May15-17, 2009
   Title: Analysis of Microarray data for gene selection, Florence George and K.M. Ramachandran, presented by Florence George.

   Title: Estimation of Parameter of Johnson’s Distribution and selection of differentially expressed genes, Florence George and K.M. Ramachandran, presented by Florence George.

8. World Congress of Nonlinear Analysts, Orlando, Florida, USA, July2-july9, 2008
   Title: A new method of parameter estimation in Johnson’s distribution and application to the Analysis of Microarray Data, Florence George and K.M. Ramachandran, presented by Florence George.


10. 5th International Conference on Dynamic Systems and Applications, Atlanta, Georgia, USA, May 30-June 2, 2007
    Title: Empirical Bayes Analysis of gene expression data using Johnson's distribution, Florence George and K.M. Ramachandran, presented by Florence George.

11. Department of Mathematics & Statistics, University of South Florida , Feb, 2005
    Title: Analysis of Gene Expression data, Florence George, presented by Florence George.